Abstract
Introduction
Information extraction (IE) is an application of natural language processing that characterizes and differentiates relevant information from text documents in a specific domain and assigns this into a structural format. Named Entity Recognition (NER) and relation extraction are the two main subtasks in IE research. NER is a task to classify defined named entities such as organizations, persons and locations. A lot of work have been done and have yielded satisfactory performance on extracting entities from texts. On the other hand, relation extraction is a process of detecting and classifying explicit and implicit relations between named entities from the text. Numerous researches have put forward proposals in recent years which aimed at extracting relationships between named entities for different languages such as English language.
A spatial relation is a semantic relation which determines how an object is located in space in relation to other objects. The most common spatial relations are directional relations, distance relations and topology relations. Directional relations cope with order in space, such as north, east, south, west, in front of, on the right of, left, behind and on the back. Distance relations refer to the geographical distances among geospatial objects (e.g. A is close to B, X is very far from Y, at, nearby, far away). The third major type of spatial relations is topological relations, which indicate attributes like connectivity, adjacency and intersections between geospatial entities.
Spatial relations play a significant role in describing and exploring geographical data, spatial data modeling, spatial reasoning, geographic information retrieval, map generalization and Text-to-Scene Conversion [1] - [3] . Thus, it is very important to model and to interpret spatial relations in natural language text [4] . Moreover, spatial relations in natural language text are qualitative, fuzzy and complicated [3] .Several works have been carried out for spatial relation discovery in texts written in the other languages [3] - [8] .Up to the best of our knowledge, spatial relation extraction in Arabic language still did not receive any attempt for any researcher so far.
Thus, this paper proposes a rule-based approach for extraction of spatial relations from Arabic natural language text. To extract and classify occurrences of the spatial relations, we design linguistic patterns based on spatial relation annotation corpus, morphological information, spatial terms and location named entity recognition technology. We evaluate spatial relation extraction on a distinct corpus of 30 geographical documents and obtain promising results.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents previous work in this field. Section 3 introduces the rules. Section 4 describes the structure of the system. The results of its application in an Arabic corpus are discussed in Section 5. We finally conclude on further work in Section 6.
Related work
A wide variety of researches on syntactic analysis of natural language have been proposed and applied throughout previous years. In this section, we review some works which are closely related to our proposed work. To the best of our knowledge, there are very few works those have been done in investigating Arabic relation extraction between named entities.
Ben Hamadou et al. [9] performed a rule-based approach for the extraction of explicit and implicit functional relations between person names and organizations for Arabic named entities. The approach was implemented using the NOOJ platform which applied different patterns of functional relations to transform them into transducers. They applied their experimentation on a journalistic test corpus. Finally, they reported the following scores: precision 63%, recall 78% and F-measure 70%.
Relation extraction has been a great concern in IE. It typically includes physical relations, personal or social relations, and membership between either two named entities, two concepts or two objects in natural language. In addition, there are some works which focus on spatial relation extraction in natural language field. These works were developed on the English and Chinese languages. However, there has no existing work which has been developed on spatial relation extraction in the Arabic language.
Chunju et al. [5] presented a rule-based approach to Chinese spatial relation extraction in natural language text. Based on geographical named entity recognition and a spatial relation annotation corpus, they induced and formalized syntactical rules into JAPE (Java Annotation Patterns Engine) of the natural language processing platform GATE (General Architecture For Text Engineering). They focused on three types of spatial relation, which are topological relation, directional relation, and distance relation. The system was tested on 10 corpora and 100 documents from the encyclopedia on China. The result showed precision of 70.1% , recall of 77.5 % and F-measure of 73.69% for distance relations, precision of 72.3% , recall of 78.6% and F-measure of 75.3 % for directional relations, and topological relations exhibited 66.5% , 53.8% , and 59.4% respectively for recall, precision, and Fmeasure. The experimental results showed that spatial relations are usually described with several syntactical patterns in natural language, especially for directional spatial relations, but topological relations are much more complicated.
Xueying et al. [4] Qijun et al. [6] proposed an annotation scheme for marking expressions of spatial relations in natural language. Their experiment is illustrated with some corpus samples from geographic fascicules of an encyclopedia in Chinese. In these samples, LocationNEs are concluded based on the automatic recognition of a CRF (Conditional Random Field) model, which is already recognized before, and the spatial relations can be automatically identified by JAPE provided by GATE.
Li et al. [7] proposed a method for automatic extraction of spatial relationships from Chinese texts. Their method depends on HowNet which is a semantic knowledge-based, and SNoW which is a statistics-based machine learning algorithm. The spatial relationship is prepared in three stages: extracting spatial expressions, acquiring trajectories, and resolving ellipsis on landmarks. The first step is made based on a linear classifier, and the other steps are based on limited knowledge. They chose Aesop's Fables written in Chinese as training and testing datasets, and they tagged 432 texts from 10 volumes of Aesop's Fables for spatial expressions. 325 texts selected randomly made up the training database and the other 107 texts were applied as the testing database. Other related works such as Samani et al. [10] and Liu et al. [11] which deal with spatial relations and spatial reasoning in cognitive systems and spatial relationship constraint for 3D spatial data, respectively.
As shown in the literature [4] - [6] , the rule-based approach based on syntactic patterns are more practical and effective in spatial relations extraction in natural language than machine learning based on SVM model.
Rules induction of spatial relations
Based on the implementation corpus, the syntactic patterns of Arabic spatial relation expressions are induced manually. Based on spatial reference cognition theory and following Chunju et al. [1] , the geographical named entities are denoted as locationNE1 and locationNE2 and so on. Unlike Chunju et al. [1] which only extract binary spatial relation expressions, our work are not limited to binary spatial relation. The rule are induced and formalized to extract spatial relations. These rules cover the three types of spatial relations i.e. directional relations, distance relations and topological relations. Finally, more than seventy syntactic patterns and rules are identified from the training corpus.
Directional relations cope with order in space, such as north, east, south, west, in front of, on the right of, left, behind and on the back. This pattern will extract topological relations. However, this pattern matches the location named entity "The southern region of Arabian Peninsula height ‫العربية‬ ‫الجزيرة‬ ‫شبه‬ ‫ھضبة‬ ‫من‬ ‫الجنوبية‬ ‫المنطقة‬ ", followed by zero or 'n' words, followed by connect verb" ‫يشغل‬ occupied ". followed by zero or 'n' words, and finally end with the location named entity" Hadhramaut plateau ‫ھضبة‬ ‫حضر‬ ‫موت‬ ".
At the end of this phase, a rule library was built. This library is a set of the regular expressions used by our system in order to construct the extraction patterns grammar. This library contains directional relations and distance relations and the common topological relations.
The spatial relation extraction system
Our Arabic spatial relation extraction system involves modules for linguistic preprocessing, spatial relation entity identification and classification. Figure 1 shows the detailed architecture of the Arabic spatial relation extraction system.
The system needs to go through the pre-processing task before going to the analysis phase. The preprocessing task includes three modules which are sentence segmentation, tokenization, POS tagging and location named entities extraction process. The utilization of these modules depends on the nature of the input raw text.
Figure 1. The Architecture of the Arabic Spatial Relation Extraction System
Sentence segmentation: sentence segmentation is a process of dividing a string of written language into its component sentences. Sentences in most written languages are delimited by punctuation marks, particularly the full stop character, which is a reasonable approximation. In other cases, the text is available only as a stream of characters. Before tokenizing the text into words, we need to segment it into sentences.
Tokenization: tokenization is a process of breaking up the chain of characters in a text and the sentences into tokens, the full stops where one word ends and another begins. Not only are word considered as tokens, but also numbers, punctuation marks, parentheses and quotation marks. For the idea of computational linguistics, the words which are identified are commonly referred to as tokens. In written languages where word boundaries are not explicitly marked in the writing system, tokenization is also known as word segmentation. The tokenization module is responsible for identifying a word, a part of a word (or a clitic), a multiword expression, or a punctuation mark.
For example: " ‫العربية‬ ‫الجزيرة‬ ‫شبه‬ ‫من‬ ‫الغربي‬ ‫الجنوبي‬ ‫المثلث‬ ‫اليمن‬ ‫تحتل‬ " will be tokenized as: Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging: POS tagger, processes a sequence of words, and attaches a POS tag to each word in the text. Tags are generally also applied to punctuation. Tagging requires that the punctuation marks (period, comma, etc.) to be separated from the words. The input to a tagging algorithm is a string of words and a specified tag set. The output is a single best tag for each word. POS tagger is used to build up any language corpus. Thus, the POS tagger used in our system was produced by Albared et al. [12] , which is Arabic Statistical POS Tagger (ASPOST). ASPOST is a statistical part of speech tagger, trainable on different Arabic corpora and producing a POS tagger as an annotation for each word or symbol.
For example:
Named Entity Recognition (NER): named entities are definite noun phrases that refer to specific types of individuals such as organizations, location and persons. Since our goal is to extract relations between locations named entities, we tag location named entities manually in texts which are collected for training datasets.
Spatial relation extraction and classification: the spatial relation extraction and classification module uses the rule library which consists of a set of grammatical rules and lexico-syntactic patterns and a set of lexicons. These lexicons are lists containing specific information about location feature categories i.e. categories of place names, such as "‫"نھر‬river, ‫‪"lake‬بحيرة"‬ and "‫"محيط‬ocean, categories of spatial relations ,categories of spatial relations such as ‫‪"N‬شمال"‬ and ‫.‪"S‬جنوب"‬
The pattern-based extraction module receives as input a set of lexico-syntactic patterns(s) and either an Arabic sentence or an Arabic text. It then searches the text for occurrences of the patterns. The pattern-specific regular expressions are applied over the pre-processed sentences to verify that the instantiated pattern indeed occurs in the sentence, and to identify variable instantiations.
Results and evaluation
To evaluate the rule-based Arabic spatial relation extraction, the system is evaluated by performing an experiment which identifies each type of spatial relation (topological relation, directional relation, and distance relation), and then compare the system output of each type with manual annotations of spatial relations.
The standard evaluation measures in the information extraction, F-measures, precision, and recall, are used to evaluate the proposed model. Recall (R) is defined as the ratio of number of spatial relations retrieved and classified to the total number of spatial relations actually present in the test corpus (gold standard).
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Experimental results
The data used in this work is collected manually from diverse Arabic geographical encyclopedia sources. For the current work, 80 Arabic geographical documents are utilized, 50 documents are annotated and used for rule extraction, and 30 documents are used as test dataset. These 30 documents are manually annotated with location named entities and spatial relations. Manual annotations of spatial relations are compared with the results of automatic extraction to test the efficiency of this method.
The experiment utilized the three standard evaluation measures which are: precision, recall, and Fmeasure. This experiment is performed based on the output of the designed system and compared with a detailed human analysis for each type of extracted relations. The experiment covers the topology relation, distance relation and directional relation. In addition, this experiment is performed to see how each type of relation has an effect on the accuracy. Table 1 shows the performance of the system against each relation type. From table 1, it can be shown that the result of our system is satisfactory when compared against the human evaluation where the F-measure is 86.7% in the distance relation class, 87.4% in the directional relation class and 84% in directional relation class. The best overall results have been achieved for distance relation, whereas results for topological relation are the lowest ones.
The ultimate result of the system shows that the system achieves satisfactory results for each relation type, as shown in Table 1 . We can notice that the topological relation has affected in the accuracy of our results because of the complexity of topological sentences in Arabic language. The low experiment accuracy of topological relation extraction is also due to the fuzziness and the ambiguity of their future terms compared to directional and distance relations which have clear feature terms.
However, the overall extraction results of spatial relations are recall of 81.70%, precision of 91.1% and F-measure of 86.08%. The overall performance (F-measures) for the system is quite satisfactory compared to relevant work for other languages [4] - [8] . 
Conclusion
The most important work of this paper is that we explore on the Arabic spatial relation extraction. We induce and formalize the common used syntactic patterns describing spatial relations in Arabic text by using annotating and statistics of spatial relations in training corpus.
In this study, a prototype system for Arabic spatial relations extraction system was developed based on the rule-based approach. This approach uses the rule library which consists of set of grammatical rules and lexico-syntactic pattern. These rules are applied to raw Arabic text to extract the spatial relations. The system achieves satisfactory results for each relation type. Our future work will focus on the improvement of the rule library, extracting other semantic relations and experimental test of machine learning method.
